Lady Warriors Sign National Letters of Intent

On Wednesday, November 10, in front of their families, friends, coaches and teammates, eight senior student-athletes signed their National Letters of Intent to participate in intercollegiate athletics at the Division I and II levels next fall. Congratulations to the following Lady Warriors on your decision to continue your athletic and academic careers at the next level.

Nicolette Albert - Le Moyne College - Lacrosse
Francesca Argentieri - Northwestern University - Lacrosse
Kate Heinrich - Siena College - Volleyball
Angie Mesa-Espinosa - Binghamton University - Track and Field
Marisa Rosati - The College of St. Rose - Lacrosse
Isabella Sampo - Le Moyne College - Lacrosse
Grace Winkler - University of Connecticut - Lacrosse
Gianna Zerrillo - Mercyhurst University - Lacrosse

Holiday Recess
Thursday, December 23rd - Friday, December 31st
Hispanic Heritage

Mrs. Merritt’s class celebrated Hispanic Heritage by learning about a variety of people. They learned about Supreme Court Justice Sonya Sotomayor, astronaut and scientist Ellen Ochoa, soccer player Pele as well as artist and women’s rights advocate Frida Kahlo. Students completed a portrait of Frida Kahlo using crayon, watercolors, paper clipping and tissue paper!

Yoga Kids

The Site Based Team at Walberta Park was pleased to offer YogaKids this fall. Trista Phillipson from “Little Yogis by Trista”, is our new instructor. Thank you to our custodians, administration and Ms. Trista for working together to safely hold classes with sanitation and social distancing measures in place. The yoga classes helped the children to focus on mindfulness, coordination, flexibility and calmness. What a wonderful way to start the day!

CRS Fall Food Drive

Students in Mrs. Prior’s fourth grade class participated in collecting and sorting donated items for the fall food drive. Students later discussed how gratitude is important as part of the Positivity Project character strength of the week.

4th Grade Learns About Bones

Students from Ms. Kick’s class learned about our bones and how they keep us protected and safe, with a bit of a seasonal twist. They talked about how our skulls are made up of several bones and all of the bones that support our eyes, ears and nose. Students made skeleton masks that could move the mouths up and down to say, “boo”!
Ms. O’Brien’s 5th grade students practiced printing from nature. Fall leaves in warm and cool color schemes celebrate the beauty in nature that artists often use for inspiration.

6th grade students exercised their shading skills by drawing pumpkins to show form. Students used soft drawing pencils and blending stumps to achieve smooth and varied values. They embellished their work with crayon rubbings of fall leaves. Wonderful job, 6th graders!

Ms. O’Brien’s 7th grade artists created beautiful faux stained glass. Students used black glue and acrylic paints to achieve the beautiful results!

**Water Scarcity**

Fifth graders have been learning about our need for freshwater and the limited accessible freshwater we have on Earth. Students made PSAs to alert everyone to the problem of water scarcity.
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**Grade 8 High Honor**
Aguayo, Isabella Amada
Amidon, Aiden Christopher
Amorese, Gabriel Paul
Anderson, Elizabeth Helen
Bruzdzinski III, John Francis
Buckley, Grace Marie
Carruthers, Adelyn Grace
Clark, Riley Paige
Cognato, John Michael
Cowin, Maxwell Thomas
Czaplicki, Benjamin Charles
Drumm-O’Brien, Emma Lynn
Eckert, Anna Mary
Forian, Gage
Galley, Caroline Eloise
Gilhooley, Brendan William
Goode, Delaney Christa
Goode, Hadley Martha
Goodness, Jackson Edward
Goodwin, Zachary James
Gorman, Grace Mary
Hayes, John Edward
Hoffman, Sophia Rose
Holstein, Eric Vaughn
Hunt, Thomas John
Jackson, Anna May
Kenny, Ronan Padraig
Kenny, Tiernan Eoin
King, Kayleigh Joan
Kohanski, Adrian Julia
Langham, Allison McKinlea
Lopez, Collin Ramiro
Millit, Eva Concetta
Mondo, Andrew Jacob
Napolitano, Stella Camille
Olesh, Anita
Pens, Kellen Shepherd
Perry, Alexa Jordyn
Pope, Sienna
Prince, Elias
Ramos, Carlos
Reilley, Olivia Madison
Rice, Lorenzo
Richardson, Carter William
Roach, Meara Jade
Ryan, Molly Kathleen
Sadowski, Andrew James
Sainsbury, Ryan Edmund
Satalin, Erin Elizabeth
Scarfo, Dominic Francis
Schmitz, Lily Marie
Shanahan, Kari Ann
Shepherd, Madeline Lyn
Shepherd, Ellis Jaxon
Sommer, Adele Kathryn
Soule, Madelyn Rose
Speer, Trinity
Stephenson, Matthew
Swierk, Paige Marie
Thabet, Loyal Adam
Thabet, Rudayna Nagib
Turner, Braelyn Elizabeth
Valerino, Angelina Marie
Vaughan, Margaret Colleen
Vitale, Dominic James
War, Alexis Veronica
Wilbur, Jena Marie
Wilson, Carter Wayne
Wright, Reagan Cathryn
Young, Katherine Rose

**Grade 8 Honor**
Bragg, Dyonte
Buell, Addison Ann
Burke, Kiley Reagan
Campanella, Tyler David
Carroll, Miles Alexander
Curtis, Fennis Takahiro
D’Agostino, Elizabeth Mary
Downs, Blake Aaron
Franco, Mason Richard
Hayes, Selina Kathryn
Hill, Jael Journey
Holleran, Liam Daniel
Johnston, Armani Noel
Kaczer, Stela Claire
Kincaid, Cormac James
King, Javonte Austin
Maines, Aiden
Mann, Mackenzie Elizabeth
McGann, Rylee Marie
McKeon, Hunter Robert
Mullen, Eileen
Nicoll, Hunter James
Ortiz, Leila Susan
Parry, Eleanor Rose
Pellegrino, Brandon Michael
Petrone, Calvin Daniel
Rudiger, Abigail Leyden
Sainsbury, Claire Elizabeth
Sierotnik, Christopher John Jr.
Snyder, Samantha Anne
Somers, Adelyn Rose
Sparks, Olivia Michelle
Stroman, Peter Edward
Thompson, William Stewart
Tyszka, Alexander Raymond
Wallace, Caleb David
Winkler, Avery Catherine

**Grade 7 High Honor**
Abdallah, Sadeen Omran
Alberts, Adeline Rose
Allen, Brooke Catherine
Allen, Max Murphy
Altheblah, Brahim Akram
Bagnell, Tatum Claire
Bruzdzinski, Lottie Rose Elizabeth
Cardoso, Nicolas Zanaga
Choe, Austin Jongwoo
Clarry, Bryson Eli
Conroy, MacKenzie Anne
D’Agostino, Claire Catherine
DeLine, Lucas Adam
DeMore, Lucy Kathleen
DeTomaso, Giana Grace
Domick, Isabella Skyy
Finnerty, Ryan Fahey
Gallardo, Isabella Maria
Gehm, Tyler Joseph
Henesey, Matthew James
Horning, Grace Margaret
Ide, Caitlin
Jackson, Jake Thomas
Kelly, Teagan Tomol
Kimball, Samantha Emily
Kinney, Mary Grace
Kodoe, Andrea Ann Kaufi
Krenrich, Kaitlin Ann
Lasher, Sophia Rose
McNeill, Hazel Lynn
Montalto, Adelina Theresa
Moore, James Patrick
Murphy, Kaylin Grace
Murphy, Lucy Nicole
Nagraj, Mariana Rose
Pawelczyk, Allison Grace
Rogers, Reagan Elizabeth
Rouse, Brielle Charlize
Scanlon, Charles Edward
Sobotka, Mariusz Corliss
Soule, Eva Marie
Spasevski, Ivana
Vashchishin, Samuel
Walker, Elyse Rhiannon
West, Emma Rose
Wilmut, Owen
Young, Daniel William
Young, Trevor
Zuckerman, Zoe Rose
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Grade 7 Honor
Boston, Adaoma Nancy
Columbus, Kailyn Brianne
Conley, Colleen Mackenzie
Crawford, Lane Cavanaugh
Detor, Mary Katherine
Edlund, Kiera Ann
Ellis, Christine Elizabeth
Etoll, Grady Pierce
Frasier, Jackson Robert
Gray, Owen Benjamin
Gutierrez, Kamora Lee
Hall, Ethan Matthew
Headd, John-Paul Joseph
Hemingway, Arianna
Herne, Louis Christopher
Hodkinson, Anna Genevieve
Johnson, Sophia Anne
Johnston, Liam Patrick
Judge, Charles Michael
Kelly, Claire Elizabeth
MacLachlan, Thomas Edward
MacMaster, Natalie
Marshall, Ava Mary
McGann, Sean
McRae, Ayanah
Mersfielder, Tyler William
Northrup, Jolynn
Par, Tluang
Pease, Logan Edward
Pendergast, Cooper Jeffrey
Peryea, Jayden
Piel, Elijah Jayden
Plochocki, Thomas Alexander
Primiano, Eulalia Mary
Ryan, Elliottade
Shephard, Mathew George
Singh, Harjot
Taylor, Addison Marie
Thabet, Dhuha Ibrahim
Thabet, Edhem Abdullahwhhab
Wallace, Ashton

centore, Angelina Marie
Chaddock, Evan Paul
Cognato, Averie Anna
Coleman, Reilly Anne
Collacchi, Emma Grace
Columbus, Hannah Sophia
Davidson, Owen Ambrose
DeFabbio, Sophia May
Delay, Clare Ryan
Diaz, Naomi
Dixon, Reagan Dagmar
Dowd, Cameron Ellis
Dunbar, Teagan
Eldred, Jade Ava
Flegel, Julia Elizabeth
Francisco, Dean Andrew
Franco, Maxwell Patrick
Gaines, Lyla Marie
Ganley, Daniel Bennett
Gerasimovich, Isabella Elena
Glatt, Samantha Mackenzie
Glover, Charles Atlee
Glover, Harry Patrick
Gridley, Dylan Patrick
Hange, Brooke Elaine
Jaquint, Stone Carlo
Kelly, Quinn Patrick
Lin, Cayla
MacMaster, Kaylie
Maestri, David Joseph Paul
Marcceau, Adrien Joseph
Marinelli, Joseph Angelo
Mathews, Leigh Anna
McMahon, Emmett Miller
Mondo, Melissa Faith
Morales, Willa Maria
Morse, Shealyn Margaret
Napolitano, Sabine Elise
Ososkalo, Matthew A
Parr, Evangeline Joy
Pichoske, Nicholas Michael
Platt, Hayden Christopher
Presley, Alexandra Ahn
Rewakowski, Andrew Edward
Ross, Caleb Matthew
Scarfino, Stella Rose
Scott, Khloe Celeste
Scozzari, Samuel Joseph
Seitz, Noah William
Sommer, Clara Anne
Spiner, Kaleigha Ji Lyn
Starowicz, Fiona Lynne

Grade 6 High Honor
Abraham, Bilal Amar
Athanas, Andrew George
Belcore, Rosella Loren
Brunson, Jasmine
Buckman, Skylar Eileen
Buell, Sydney Elizabeth
Carroll, Daniel Lewis
Carruth, John Paul

straub, Emily Paige
Stroman, Grace Gertrude
Tarolli, Thomas Anthony
Tjaden, Julia Grace
Tremblay, Addyson Grace
Tyszka, William Michael
Viscome, Cailin Dolan
Weaver, Azhawn
Zheng, Winnie
Ziober, Beckham Christopher

Grade 6 Honor
Aguayo, Sophia Esperanza
Almamari, Shahd Muneer
Auge, Emmerson
Auringer, Schuyler Grace
Beal, JreShawn Luell-Kareem
Bezigian, Frederick Michael
Bova, Sophia Elizabeth
Brown, Jordon Micheal
Cassalia, Patrick Jesse
Culligan, Brea Marie
Donegan, Redd Joseph
Fogarty, Emma Grace
Fuller, Emma Grace
Fuller, Tyler Ronald
Gaffney, Liam Siddon
Grosso, Eva Gianna
Guralny, Dalton
Hubert, Daniel James
Hubler, Evan Michael
Ibrahim, Ahmad Hassan
Ketchum, Hayden
Keyes, Makayla Elizabeth
Lane, Aveyah
Lirley, Cayden
Maines, Dawson
Martin, Scott Arcangelo
Martini, Marah Elizabeth
Mercurio, Rider Patrick
Mesa Espinosa, Ariana Sophia
Pratt, Jackson James
Ritz, Leo Joseph
Rodriguez, Brooklyn
Root, Addison Jayne
Satalin, David Joseph
Schug, McKenzie Renee
Shepherd, Rhys Joshua
Williams Jr., Ronald
Williams, Xavier
Wilson, Blake
Wilson, Jayden
Students of the Month

September

5th Grade: Sofia Olesh, when out of school for a lengthy absence, continually kept her teacher updated by writing kind and respectful emails. She did her work to the best of her ability (sometimes during evenings and weekends). She demonstrated a positive attitude and perseverance.

6th Grade: Ronald Williams shows creativity and perseverance in the classroom. He positively supports his classmates and makes others smile with his one-liner jokes and beautiful artwork. He demonstrates bravery through his willingness to participate in the classroom and is a kind friend who looks out for others.

7th Grade: Owen Wilmot is caring, hardworking, a team player and always willing to go the extra mile. His upbeat attitude always makes walking into the library a pleasant experience. Keep up the good work!

8th Grade: Delaney Goode is a well-rounded student, athlete, and musician. She is mature, responsible and hard-working. She is well-liked by peers and adults.

October

5th Grade: Luka Dimovski made a seamless transition to the middle school. He came in ready to jump into 5th grade and give his best efforts. His positive energy and dedication are reflected daily in his school assignments and interactions with others. He demonstrates many of the P2 traits with his kindness, perseverance and humility. He is a terrific Warrior role model!

6th Grade: Clare Delay has intrinsic motivation that goes above and beyond classroom expectations. She is always seeking opportunities to learn more, read more and achieve more. She is patient and supportive to her classmates and shows teamwork in every assignment and project she works on.

7th Grade: Shaya Gbengbe comes to iStaff everyday eager to help out in any way possible. She does a wonderful job helping everyone that comes in the library.

8th Grade: Lily Schmitz is a very hard-working student who strives to do her best work at all times. Lily exhibits the P2 traits of leadership and kindness in class daily. She is an asset to her peers by unselfishly offering her help when needed.

Volume Lesson

Fifth graders in Mrs. Martin’s class have been exploring using volume in real-world situations. Students worked together to find the volume of individual rectangular prisms, then they combined them to make a new rectangular prism. Together pairs found the additive volume of the composed shape.
Veterans Day Cards

Students at OHMS made beautiful, thoughtful and caring cards for the Veterans at the VA Hospital in Syracuse. Their words and creativity showed gratitude and kindness. We delivered close to 300 cards this year. Thank you to the Veterans that have served our country. We appreciate your bravery and perseverance!

2021 Build ‘Em and Bust ‘Em

On November 6, two teams from the OHMS Tech Club competed in the annual Build’em and Bust’em bridge building competition held at the MOST. This competition is sponsored by the MOST, Syracuse University, Lockheed Martin and the Technology Alliance of CNY.

Students use their knowledge of construction systems, civil engineering and bridge design to create and construct a truss bridge. The goal of the competition is to obtain the best efficiency rating possible with their design. The efficiency rating is the result of dividing the mass of their bridge before the test by the load required to “bust” the bridge. After weeks spent designing and building the bridge at school, each team tested their bridge at the MOST. OHMS had a great showing this year as team members Mary Kinney, Andrea-Ann Kodoe and Claire Kelly took first place, and team members Jimmy Moore, Lucas DeLine and Nicolas Cardoso came in 5th place among 21 competing teams in the middle school division. Additional team members include Cadeanne Roberts, Jayden Campbell and Ayriana Henderson. Congratulations to all members for a job well done.
Onondaga Hill Middle School

An Evening with Author, Jason Reynolds
by Angelina Centore, 6th Grade

On October 26, a large group of Westhill students and staff rode to the Civic Center in the rain and cold to listen to award-winning author Jason Reynolds. He shared with the audience the struggles he faced growing up, and how he overcame them to become who he is now. Every single person in that room, whether eight or eighty, tall or short, walked in as one person and out as a different one after hearing him speak.

Both genuine and hilarious, he described how when he was a kid he refused to read because nobody in the books looked or lived or talked like him. Eventually one of his college professors handed him the book, *Black Boy*. He then went back to read all the “required” reading from his youth. He went on to write *When I was Famous*, about growing up in a poor black neighborhood. He wrote *Boy in a Black Suit*, about how growing up, your friends would disappear from violence and addiction. He wrote *Ghost*, about how his friend’s father went crazy and attacked his family. How people treat young kids, “Juvies” like criminals, when they are just deprived and mistreated. That became the book *Long Way Down*. All of his books, his characters, were about real things. Real life, and that’s so amazing. That’s how Jason became who he is. He communicated a feeling so strong it’s indescribable. He said, “You can worry about money and wealth, but the most expensive thing you will ever own is your story. Honor it, take care of it, and if you ever get a chance to share it with the world, take it. Take that chance, because it will change your life, and the lives of everyone around you.

This amazing event was provided free to Westhill students thanks to a Westhill Educational Foundation Grant.

Cross Country

The boys and girls modified cross country team finished their regular season undefeated. Throughout the season, the team exhibited teamwork, bravery, kindness, perseverance, enthusiasm and social intelligence at every meet and practice. Congratulations, OHMS runners!
Channel 9 Athlete of the Week

Congratulations to senior Anthony Maglisco on being named Athlete of the Week by News Channel 9 for the week of October 20th. Anthony has been a member of the varsity golf team since 7th grade. Now a senior, Anthony shot a 69 during sectional play to earn an individual Section III Championship Title and help lead his team to a Section III Team Championship Title. The News Channel 9 Athlete of the Week is designed to honor Section III varsity athletes who embody the true meaning of a student-athlete. This award doesn’t just acknowledge athletic ability it also recognizes athletes who are a great example in the classroom and the community. Congratulations, Anthony!

Fall Teams Earn League and Sectional Titles

For the first time since the winter 2019-2020 season, Westhill student-athletes participated in a full-length season complete with Sectional and State Championship play. The fall season was a great success with teams earning both Section III and Onondaga High School League titles. Girls’ soccer and boys’ cross-country both earned league titles. Boys’ golf brought home a Section III Title. Anthony Maglisco (boys’ golf) shot a 69 earning him an individual title during sectional play. We would like to congratulate all of our fall sport student athletes on a great season! Every one of you worked extremely hard to balance you academics and athletic endeavors to be successful on the field, court, course, in the pool and in the classroom.
Commended Students

Congratulations are extended to seniors, Isabella Jones, Abigail Miggiani, Noah Rewakowski, Brian Kenny and Liam Mahar for earning Commended Student status in the 2022 National Merit Scholarship Program. Commended students placed among the top 50,000 students who entered the 2022 competition by taking the 2020 Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test.

Pumpkins for a Positive Impact

Students in Mrs. Kurro’s English class have spent the first few months of the school year embracing the #OtherPeopleMatter mindset. By doing this, our students have focused on characterization and how characters build relationships with others throughout a piece of literature. In the novel, *The Five People You Meet in Heaven*, Eddie lives his life protecting and serving others; Doon and Lina, of *The City of Ember*, are trying to save the people of Ember, no matter the cost and Castle Cranshaw is finding peace on the track, all because of a coach who cares in the novel, *Ghost*. While these characters grow and develop, the students of room 201 are doing the same. They have partnered with The Pumpkin Hollow to paint and deliver, donated pumpkins to the residents of Brookdale Senior Living. #OtherPeople do matter, and our students are making a positive impact in the world around them.

October Warriors of the Month

9th Grade: Eli Juman loves to learn and share all that he has learned with his teachers and peers. When he is not hard at work on his schoolwork, he is reading and learning about his multiple topics of interest. Eli enjoys having discussions with other students, and is always open to others’ ideas and opinions. He wants to hear and learn from others and help out when needed.

10th Grade: Shamus Edlund is a well-rounded student who excels in multiple areas. He participates in class regularly, has great grades and is an enthusiastic student. His peers respect him and he is a good role model. Most importantly, Shamus is having fun!

11th Grade: Sam Militello is one of those students who “just gets it done”. He rarely complains, always seems to be positive, approaches his interactions with humor (including with teachers) and will happily talk with anyone. Keep up the great work, Sam!

12th Grade: Sofia Benderski is a student that has the respect of both teachers and students. She is unfailingly kind and thoughtful. She understands that even a small gesture of kindness can brighten someone’s day. Sophia’s warm personality and welcoming nature make those around her feel like they matter.
Drama Club

Live theater is back at Westhill High School! On November 12 and 13, the WHS Drama Club treated the sizable crowd to the physical comedy, *Larceny and Old Lace*, a spoof on the community theater classic. The cast of sixteen has been working almost daily since early September on rehearsing for this production. Parents, alumni parents and cast members built the beautiful set and costumed the cast with memorable attire, nearly over night. “It was a blast to direct and work with a such a dream cast and crew” said director, Joe Buchmann.

How Dense is a Human?

The honors chemistry class designed a lab to determine just how dense a human was by using water displacement.

Future Teachers Club

On Tuesday, October 26, the Future Teachers Club took a field trip to SUNY Oswego. The first half of the day consisted of a general admission presentation and full campus tour from the admission’s office. After eating lunch in one of their dining halls, our group met up with former Westhill English Teacher, Dr. Sarah Fleming. Dr. Fleming currently works in the school of education at SUNY Oswego. Her and her colleagues gave us a private tour of the education buildings. They also arranged a Q&A session with former Westhill alumni attending SUNY Oswego and other school of education students. Club members saw firsthand one of the best education programs in the state.

Author Visit

On September 30, 2021, Westhill High School hosted a virtual author visit with mystery writer, April Henry. All 9th grade students attended the presentation as an extension activity of their summer reading program. Other high school students who have read April Henry books were also invited to attend. She discussed the challenges of becoming a writer, and explained the extensive research she conducts for each book. Student feedback was overwhelmingly positive with students noting that they really enjoyed hearing the backstories to her books and how she attends a Police Academy for Writers to ensure her books are realistic.
Grade 12
Abedrabbah, Zarifeh
Adams, Abigail Katherine
Adams, Alanna Michelle
Albert, Nicolette Parody
Alberts, Alexandra Helene
Allen, Brian Alexander
Allen, Corine Ceresa
Argentieri, Francesca Eade
Balduzzi, Sarah Marie
Battista, Kaylin Amanda
Benderski, Sofia Stefana
Bistrovich, Sydney Elise
Bova, Daniel Paul
Bradley, William Theodore
Burkett, Travis Michael
Campbell, Tyler Gage
Cardoso, Isabella Grace
Carkner, Daniel Jeffrey
Carrock, Daniel Peter
Carroll, Delaney Rose
Case, Amanda Mary
Centore, Sofia Grace
Colucci, Rachel
Cook, Molly Katherine
Dadey, Catherine
Daniul, Geoffrey Donovan
Dennee, Bridget Rose
Dhamoob, Harsimran
Dowd, Katherine Patricia
Dubaniewicz, Alexandra Marie
Eckert, Jillian Elizabeth
Elias, Angelina Rose
Endico, Charlotte Marilyn
Fountain, Kendall Marie
Gangemi, Emily Jo
Gorman, Emma Kathryn
Gratien, Jonathan Daniel
Greeen, Benjamin Robert
Grooms, Riley Kathryn
Hamilton, Melanie Ann
Heffernan, Ryan Daniel
Heinchir, Kate Rose
Herrera, Mia Pilar
Hunter, Claire Terese
Johnston, Hannah Rose
Jones, Isabella Katherine
Kenny, Brian Anthony
Khan, Audman Wadut
Kirkby, Rodney
Knoll, Charles James
LaFex, Nicholas
LoFarro, Nicole
Loose, Kassidy Rae
Lyons, Lauren Elizabeth
MacCaul, Kyle Matthew
Mahar, Liam Patrick
Mannion, Brady O’Brien
Mathews, Alvin
McGlynn, Ella Marie
McMahon, Clare Caitlin
McQueeny, Julia Noel
Metzgar, Quinton Khan
Miggiani, Abigail Chloe
Milham, Julia Pauline
Mulholland, Brandon Michael
O’Connell, Gracelyn
O’Hearn, Kyleigh Elizabeth
Ostuni, Jordyn Rae
Paetow, Mary Grace
Patric, Colleen Theresa
Pecheny, Natalia
Pelsue, Matthew Thomas
Pens, Quinn Maria
Phillips, Robert
Pilkay, Olivia Isabel
Rewakowski, Noah Daniel
Rosati, Marisa Olivia
Rosenberger, Kyle Joseph
Russell, Julia Marie
Sampo, Isabella Grace
Satalin, John Ryan
Scheerder, Madison Arlene
Schwartz, Christopher Brian
Skrypnyk, Eduard
Stanton, John Thomas
Starowicz, Hannah Louise
Thabet, Amin
Thayer, Hannah Rose
Thornton, Bridget Ann
Thornton, Lauryn Kathryn
Vanderhoff, Hailey J.
Walsh, Abigail Elizabeth
Winkler, Grace Breason
Zerrillo, Gianna Christine

Grade 11
Abdelmaiz, Gisele
Ajabbe, Oluwafeyisore
Antoine, Olivia Maive
Bealer, Morgan Sierra
Bendall, Katherine Jill
Bergett, Alexis Rose
Bleskoski, Julianne Terese
Bolesh, Ashley Susan
Bryant, Keegan Michael
Brzostowski, Mikayla Rose
Buckman, Carter Leon
Caccamo, Mackenzie Erin
Carter, Ashley Knoblo
Centore, Bohdan Patrick
Clos, Mallory Margarete
Colon, Gisselle Anais
Cominolli, Nathaniel
Curtis, Julian
Cusimano, Zantana
Czaplicki, Kalista Jane
DeFabbio, Michael
Derrick, James Robert
Dillabough, Karly
Donegan, Ryan Flaherty
Feliu, Kaelin Grace
Franks Jr, Kahlil B
Freeman, Alyvia Noelle-Joy
Galante, Joseph
Gilhooley, Rachel Louise
Gonnella, Olivia
Goode, Aidan William
Hagman, Katelyn Anne
Hoagerty, Finnbarr
Holowinski, Olivia Marie
Hopkins, Ileanne Elizabeth
Horner, Lizzie
Hynes, Lee Michael
Kelly, McKenna Eileen
Kerr, Aidan Jay
Kinsella, Lilyanna
Klamm, Domenica Marie
Lowery, Adelaide Margaret
Lubel, Margaret Anna
Markham, Iris Mary
McGann, Karlie Elizabeth
McQueeny, Lia Clare
Militello, Samuel
Nicoll, Baillie
Osinio, Anthony
Pawelczyk, Amanda
Polcaro, Elizabeth
Robinson, Janiah Jada
Roesch, Teresa
Rogers, Sean Patrick
Rose, Kennedy Elizabeth
Rosenberger, Anna Kerr
Roth, Charlotte
Ryan, Aidan Christopher
Schiffer, Adrianna
Schmitz, Hannah Elizabeth
Scrimale, Nicoletta Rose
Singh, Sukhmanjit
Sisson, Caitlin Kelly
Snyder, Mary Katherine
Stephenson, Sean Michael
Stewart, Sincere Jamir
Stiner, Lucas Marcos
Taber, Bradyn Shea
Thabet, Ilham
Thomas, Brady Charles
Trzonkowski, Mark Joseph
Valenza, Zachary Daniel
Varco, Enzo Giuseppe
Vaughan, Abbey
Walker, Delaney Jean
Young, Devin Thomas
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Grade 10
Allahar, Gabrielle
Allen, Bridget Claire
Altheblah, Ayesha
Altheblah, Hasan
Amorese, Vincent Stefan
Battista, Megan Elizabeth
Borne, Gavin Reed
Caloia, Cade Anthony
Campanella, Jack Salvatore
Campbell, Ryan Michael
Carfagno, Sophia Ann
Carroll, Alden
Cognato, Nina Grace
Cottrell, Catherine Grace
Craven, Ryley
Curriden, Morgan Cameron
Darling, Damon Lukas
DeMore, Charles
Deno, Peyton James
DeSanto, Emma
Dimovski, Sofia Maria
Edlund, Shamus Vincent
Enriquez, Grace Isabel
Evans, Rachel Maffei
Finnerty, Sean Patrick
Forian, Reagan Anne
Formica, Lauren Elizabeth
Goodness, Hannah Grace
Gratien, Joshua Daniel
Herrera, Elle Madison
Hogan, Jameson Patrick
Johnson, Isabella Marie
Kaczor, Carrie Grace
Kleberg, Elena Rose
KleberGV, David Dean
Knohl, Caitlyn Frances
Knohl, Connor Anthony
Knohl, Caroline Olivia
Kohanski, Morgan Emily
Korrie, Alexa
Lancette, Alison Taylor
Langdon, Kameron Joseph
Leonardo, Isabel Christine
Lopez, Cameron James
MacLachlan, Nathan Willard
Madigan, Michael Francis
Mahar, Owen Michael
Mahoney, Rosemary Elizabeth
Manzone, Liberty Ann
McClave, Miley Andrea
McGlynn, Grace Elizabeth
McPeak, Benjamin Alfred
McPeak, Elizabeth Josephine
Mueller, Elizabeth Joy
Nagraj, Luciana Elizabeth
Nojaim, Carlos Daniel
O’Reilly, Andrew Pierce
Pens, Grady Alwyn
Rashid, D’Mateo Amin
Rinaldi, Emily Elizabeth
Robbins, Regan Elizabeth
Rogers, Kathleen Margaret
Roth, Helaina Elizabeth
Sainsbury, Katelyn Rose
Sanborn, Kemery Elizabeth
Saya-Pucello, Adriana Jane
Schneider, Brynn
Sexton, Keegan Parker
Sherwood, Ryan Matthew
Smithers, Samuel Thomas
Sparks, Julia Marie
Spasevski, Gianna Isabella
Stiner, William Patrick
Stiner, Zero
Suddaby, Jackson William
Taylor, Veronica
Terek, Julianna Marie
Thompson, Molly Katharine
Thornton, Ellie Grace
Tjaden, Hannah Lynn
Walsh, Maggie
White, Azaria
Wilsch, Emma Kathleen
Young, Isabel
Young, Liliana
Zawadzki, Dominic Joseph
Zema, Rose Marie

Grade 9
Abedrabbah, Razan
Aboushanab, Abdelmeguid
Adams, Alexandra Malaya
Agley, Lucas
Ajagbe, Oluwafeysike
Allen, Tate
Alt, Maille Mae
Antoine, Ava
Baty, Ava
Bergett, Grace
Burkett, Samantha
Burns, Phoebe
Caputo, Jocelyn
Cardoso, Anthony Carlos
Cusimano, Rocco Nicholas
DeLine, William
Detor, Claire Ann
Dorfman, Molly Claire
Eldred, Zane
Esposito, Stephen Gabriel
Fitzgerald, Nora Mary
Gedney, Elianna Kathleen
Goral, Kaylee Ann
Goral, Mya
Gorman, Emma
Griffin, Maxwell Sean
Gumaer, Phoebe
Hange, Georgia Anna
Hayes V, Robert
Heise, Morgan Lindsay
Henesey, Luke
Holowinski, Aubrey
Jetter, Siena
Joyce, Camaryn
Kelly, Caleigh Grace
Klamm, Jeremiah James
MacBain, Sydney
Mathews, Camryn Jaye
McGann, Julie
Medeiros, Sydney
Merrick, Thomas
Metzgar, Julian
Mulholland, Owen
Murphy, Emma
Pichoske, Thaddeus
Popp, Edward Thomas
Ramsing, Cadence Marie
Rienhardt, Emily
Robinson, Omar
Rodriguez, Olivia Victoria
Roesch, Elizabeth Rose
Rose, Conor James
Rosenberger, Kara
Scallon, William
Scheel, Nicholas
Sheridan, Riley Patrick
Shiel, Colin Ryan
Sipley, Helena
Sisack, Emily
Stanton, Laura Rose
Starowicz, Aver Grace
Tarolli, Evangelina Grace
Taylor, Emily
Thabet, Ramzi
Thabet, Sabri
Walberta Park Elementary School News

Attention Incoming Kindergarten Parents
2022-2023 School Year

Registration for the 2022-2023 kindergarten class at Walberta Park School is approaching.

If you have a child that will be five on or before December 1, 2022, please follow these simple steps:

1. Fill out the form below and return it to:
   Walberta Park School
   Kindergarten 2022-2023
   400 Walberta Road
   Syracuse, New York 13219-2297

2. Once we have received this completed form, we will send a registration packet in the mail for you to complete. You will need to include the following with your completed registration packet. Your child will not be registered at school unless we have on file the following:
   • Copy of your child’s original birth certificate (original not required)
   • Proof of district residency (copy of deed, lease or rental agreement, mortgage statement)
   • Physical and immunization records (can be sent in later after the 5-year check up)

3. Please fill out the packet completely and return it to us between March 7 and March 11, 2022. You can mail it, drop it off or email it. There will not be an in-person registration day.

4. A kindergarten orientation will be held for students and parents on Tuesday, August 30, 2022. More information will be forthcoming.

5. Once your child is registered, you will receive a link to sign your child up for our kindergarten screening which will take place on June 27 and 28, 2022. Every incoming kindergartner must be screened to enter school. Screening helps us make class placements and plan for instruction to best meet children’s needs.

6. Student hours for the 2022-2023 school year are 8:40am to 3:00pm.

Please take a moment to complete this form and return it to the above address no later than January 28, 2022.

(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)

Child’s Name__________________________________________ Gender: M F Date of Birth____________________

Parents/Guardians Name(s)_________________________________________________ Home Phone ______________________

Address________________________________________________________________________ Zip Code ______________________

Which statement best describes your plans for September?

☐ My child WILL attend kindergarten at Walberta Park School.

☐ My child WILL NOT attend kindergarten at Walberta Park School.

☐ I am undecided. Comment:_____________________________________________________________
Capital Project Update

Phase 2

Westhill High School
- New grandstand bleachers and press box
- Baseball backstop and dugout roofs
- Stage flooring, theatrical rigging and lighting
- Toilet room improvements
- Softball dugouts and backstop (in progress)

Cherry Road School
- New classroom casework
- Secure entry, doors and hardware
- Accordion partitions
- Stage curtain and floor replacement
- Wall pads
- Exterior entry ramp
- New entry stairs and new exterior handrails

Walberta Park School
- Entry security improvements
- Exterior soffit replacement
- Patio reconstruction
- Cafeteria improvements

Onondaga Hill Middle School
- New basketball/pickleball courts
- Bus loop replacement
- Exterior siding
- Interior finishes
- Accordion partitions
- Secure entry and canopy (in progress)
- Window replacements metal panels (in progress)
- New signage (in progress)

Phase 3

Reconstruction of Westhill High School first and second floor classrooms, library, courtyard, corridors, HVAC, plumbing and electrical improvements.

Bid documents are being prepared and the project is on track for SED approval in December 2021, with the project going out to bid in January 2022. Construction is scheduled to occur June 2022 – August 2023, closing out fall 2023.

Westhill High School Stage

Walberta Park School Cafeteria
We have much to be thankful for at Westhill as we move through the 2021-2022 school year. While COVID-19 continues to have an impact on how we do things as a school community in order to keep our students and staff safe, we have all of our students back in school full time, we have been able to enjoy a successful fall sports season, watch the live theatre of our high school play and hold the first concert in the high school auditorium since March of 2019. As the weather starts to change, we look forward to winter sports and the many concerts and events that will be happening in all of our buildings. We hope that you will be able to join us in-person to watch your children, grandchildren, neighbors and friends participate in many of the wonderful things going on at Westhill.

Whatever your ‘to-do’ list is filled with this time of year, I’m sure it’s pretty extensive. Whether tied to home or work, this time of year can be incredibly busy; shopping, wrapping, baking, decorating, planning get-togethers, closing out one year and preparing for the next, and a thousand other things filling up your plate. In all of the ‘noise’ and ‘frenziness’ of the season, it is easy to lose sight of what matters most; other people. When it’s all said and done and the holidays are in the rearview mirror, it will be the time we spent with our family and friends, as well as the things we did to bring some brightness into other people’s world that matters most.

So slow down, take some time for yourself and for those around you and enjoy the moments that make up this time of year. If it’s not already on your list, go out of your way to lift someone up who needs a helping hand. We all have the incredible power to change the world one day at a time, one action at a time and one person at a time. It starts with us.

Continued Success,

Stephen R. Dunham
Superintendent of Schools